
Disrete breather transverse modes in omplex plasma rystalsin the presene of an eletri and/or magneti �eldIoannis Kourakis1, Padma Kant Shukla1, Vassileios Basios21 Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik IV, Fakult�at f�ur Physik und AstronomieRuhr{Universit�at Bohum, D{44780 Bohum, Germany2 U.L.B., Centre for Nonlinear Phenomena and Complex SystemsC.P. 231 Physique Chimique, Boulevard du Triomphe, B-1050 Brussels, BelgiumAbstratHighly loalized strutures (Disrete Breathers) involving vertial (transverse,o�-plane) osillations of harged dust grains are shown to exist in a dust lattie,aounting for the lattie disreteness and the sheath eletri �eld nonlinearity.These strutures orrespond to either extremely loalized pulses or dark exitationsomposed of dips/voids. Expliit riteria for di�erent modes are presented.1. Introdution. Disrete Breathers (DBs) (or Intrinsi Loalized Modes, ILMs) arehighly loalized osillatory modes known to our in Wigner rystals (e.g. atomi ormoleular hains) haraterized by nonlinear inter{site oupling and/or substrate po-tentials and a highly disrete struture [1℄. The properties of DB modes have reentlygathered an inreasing interest in modern nonlinear siene. An exiting paradigm ofsuh a nonlinear hain is provided by dust latties, i.e. hains of mesosopi size heavilyharged, massive dust partiulates, gathered in a strongly oupled arrangements sponta-neously formed during plasma disharge experiments. In earth laboratory experiments,these rystals are subjet to an (intrinsially nonlinear [2℄) external eletri and/or mag-neti �eld(s), whih balane(s) gravity at the levitated equilibrium position, and are heldtogether by eletrostati (Debye type) interation fores. Although the linear propertiesof these rystals now seem quite well understood, the eluidation of the nonlinear meh-anisms governing their dynamis is still in a preliminary stage. This study is devotedto an investigation, from �rst priniples, of the existene of DB exitations, assoiatedwith transverse (o�-plane, optial mode) dust grain osillations in a dust mono-layer.2. The model. The vertial (o�-plane) grain displaement in a dust rystal (assumedquasi-one-dimensional, omposed from idential grains of harge q and mass M , loatedat xn = n r0; n 2 N ) obeys an equation of the formd2Æzndt2 + !20 ( Æzn+1 + Æzn�1 � 2 Æzn) + !2g Æzn + � (Æzn)2 + � (Æzn)3 = 0 ; (1)where Æzn = zn � z0 denotes the small displaement of the n�th grain around the(levitated) equilibrium position z0, in the transverse (z�) diretion. The harateristifrequeny !0 = [�q�0(r0)=(Mr0)℄1=2 results from the dust grain (eletrostati) intera-tion potential �(r), e.g. for a Debye-H�ukel potential: �D(r) = (q=r) e�r=�D , one has!20;D = q2=(Mr30) (1 + r0=�D) exp(�r0=�D) (where �D denotes the e�etive DP Debyelength). The gap frequeny !g and the nonlinearity oeÆients �; � are de�ned via theoverall vertial fore F (z) = Fe=m�Mg � �M [!2gÆzn+� (Æzn)2+ � (Æzn)3℄ +O[(Æzn)4℄,whih has been expanded around z0 by formally taking into aount the (anharmoniityof the) loal form of the sheath eletri and/or magneti �eld(s), as well as, possibly,
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grain harge variation (refer to the de�nitions in [2, 3℄, not reprodued here). The ele-tri/magneti levitating fore(s) Fe=m balane(s) gravity at z0. Notie the di�erene instruture from the usual nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation used to desribe 1d osillatorhains: `phonons' in this hain are stable only thanks to the �eld fore Fe=m (via !g).Collisions with neutrals and oupling anharmoniity are omitted, at a �rst step, in thissimpli�ed model.Eq. (1) leads to the disrete dispersion relation !2 = !2g �4!20 sin2(kr0=2) : The wavefrequeny ! dereases with inreasing wavenumber k = 2�=� (or dereasing wavelength�), implying that transverse vibrations propagate as a bakward wave (see that vg =!0(k) < 0), in agreement with reent experiments [4℄. We notie the gap frequeny !g,as well as the uto� frequeny !min = (!2g � 4!20)1=2 (obtained at the end of the �rstBrillouin zone k = �=r0), whih is absent in the ontinuum limit.3. A disrete envelope evolution equation. Following Ref. [5℄ (and drawinginspiration from the quasi-ontinuum limit [2, 3℄), one may adopt the ansatzÆzn � � (u(1)1;n e�i!gt + ::) + �2 [u(0)2;n + (u(2)2;n e�2i!gt + ::)℄ + ::: ; (2)where we assume: !2g ; �; � � 1 and d=dt; !20 � �2, implying a high !g=!0 ratio (thisondition is learly satis�ed in reent experiments; f. [4℄). Inserting into Eq. (1), oneobtains the disrete nonlinear Shr�odinger equation (DNLSE)i dundt + P (un+1 + un�1 � 2un) +Q junj2 un = 0 ; (3)where un = u(1)1;n(t), along with the relations u(2)2;n = [�=(3!2g)℄ u2 and u(0)2;n = �(2�=!2g) juj2and the de�nitions P = �!20=(2!g) and Q = (10�2=3!2g � 3�)=2!g for the disretenessand nonlinearity oeÆients P and Q, respetively. Note that P < 0; the sign of Q, onthe other hand, depends on the sheath harateristis and annot be presribed.Eq. (3) yields a plane wave solution un = u0 exp(i�n) � u0 exp[�i(n~kr0 � ~!t)℄+ ..,where the envelope frequeny ~! obeys the dispersion relation~!(~k) = �4P sin2(~kr0=2) +Qju0j2 : (4)The (envelope) frequeny band lies between ~!min = jQjju0j2 and ~!max = jQju0j2 � 4P j.The envelope stability may be studied by setting u0 ! u0 + �û0 exp[�i(nk̂r0 � !̂t)℄and �n ! �n + ��̂0 exp[�i(nk̂r0 � !̂t)℄, where � � 1, and then linearizing in �; one thusobtains the perturbation dispersion relation[!̂ � 2P sin k̂r0 sin ~kr0℄2 = 4P sin2(k̂r0=2) os ~kr0 [4P sin2(k̂r0=2) os ~kr0 � 2Qju0j2℄ :The wave envelope will be unstable to external perturbations (viz. Im!̂ 6= 0) if PQ os ~kr0> 0 and (in the same time) the amplitude u0 exeeds some ritial value ur(~k). Other-wise, the wave envelope will be stable.4. Bright-type loalized gap modes. It is known that modulational instability,here possible e.g. for Q < 0 and 0 < ~k < �=2r0, may result in the formation of loalizedmodes in the linear frequeny gap region. Following previous works (see Refs. in [5℄),single-mode (�xed !) odd-parity loalized periodi solutions may be sought in the form
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un(t) = fn u0 os 
t, assuming f0 = 1, f�n = fn and jfnj � f1 for jnj > 1. One thusobtains a loalized lattie pattern of the form:un(t) = u0 os 
t f:::; 0; 0; �; 1; �; 0; 0; :::g ; (5)(see Fig. 1a) where 
 � jQju20=4 and � = 4P=(Qu20) � 1 (� > 0). We see that 
 liesoutside the (amplitude) frequeny band presribed by Eq. (4).
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Figure 1: Loalized disrete breather dust lattie exitations of the bright type, obtainedfor Q < 0; the suessive lattie site displaements are depited at maximum amplitude: (a)odd-parity solution, as given by Eq. (5); (b) even-parity solution, given by Eq. (6).For Q > 0, the modulational stability pro�le is reversed (instability ours for ~k >�=2r0). The same proedure then leads to an even parity solution of the formun(t) = u0 os 
t f:::; 0; 0;��; 1;��; 0; 0; :::g ; (6)where � = �P=(Qu20) satis�es 0 < � � 1 and 
 � �4P +Qu20 (see Fig. 1b).5. Dark/grey-type loalized gap modes. Dark-type solutions (voids) may also besought. For Q < 0, for instane, one should look into the region ~k > �=(2r0), e.g. nearthe uto� frequeny ~!r;2. One thus �nds [6℄ the disrete patternun(t) = 2A os 
t f:::; 1;�1; 1;�(1� �); 0; 1� �;�1; 1;�1; :::g ; (7)where 
 = 4P �QjAj2 and � = P=(QA2) satis�es 0 < � � 1; see Fig. 2a.Fousing in the middle of the Brillouin zone, i.e. at k = �=2r0 (where odd sitesremain at rest, while even ones osillate out of phase; f. the analysis in [5, 7℄), oneobtains [5, 6℄ the patternun(t) = 2A os 
t f:::; 1; 0; �1; 0; 1� �; 1� �; 0; �1; 0; 1; :::g ; (8)where 
 = 2P � QjAj2 and � = P=2QA2 satis�es 0 < � � 1. This grey-type disretelattie exitation (known in solid latties [5℄), is depited in Fig. 2b.6. Breather ontrol. The stability of a breather exitation may be ontrolled viaexternal feedbak, as known from one-dimensional disrete solid hains [8℄. The methodonsists in using the knowledge of a referene state (unstable breather), say Æz(0)n = ẑn(t),e.g. obtained via an investigation of the homolini orbits of the 2d map obeyed by themain Fourier omponent [9℄, and then perturbing the evolution equation (1) by addinga term +K[ẑn(t) � Æzn℄ in the right-hand side (rhs), in order to stabilize breathersvia tuning of the ontrol parameter K. This method relies on the appliation of the
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o o o o o o o o o o Figure 2: Loalized disrete breather dust lattie exitations of the (a) dark type; (b) grey-type(obtained for Q > 0): suessive dust grain displaements.ontinuous feedbak ontrol (f) formalism (see the Refs. in [9℄). Alternatively, asargued in [9℄, a more eÆient sheme should instead involve a term +Ld[ẑn(t)� Æzn℄=dtin the rhs of Eq. (1) (dissipative f), whene the damping imposed results in a higheronvergene to the desired solution ẑn(t). Preliminary work in this diretion is beingarried out and progress will be reported later.The highly loalized exitations disussed here orrespond to a loalization of the en-ergy stored in the lattie. The perspetive is thus open of the generation and subsequentmanipulation of loalized modes in a DP rystal, in view of appliations.7. Conlusions. We have examined, from �rst priniples, the onditions for the o-urrene of intrinsi loalized modes (disrete breather exitations) in a dust mono-layer.This preliminary study needs to be on�rmed by a rigorous investigation of the stabilityand dynamial properties of these exitations. An extended study, omplementing these�rst results [6℄, is under way and will be reported soon. These theoretial preditionsmay hopefully motivate appropriately designed experimental studies of pulse loalizationphenomena in DP rystals.Aknowledgements. Support from the Deutshe Forshunsgemeinshaft through Sonder-forshungsbereih 591 { Universelles Verhalten gleihgewihtsferner Plasmen: Heizung, Trans-port und Strukturbildung, as well as from the EU (Contrat No. HPRN-CT-2000-00140) isgratefully aknowledged. I.K. is urrently on leave from the Fault�e des Sienes Appliqu�eesof the U.L.B. Universit�e Libre de Bruxelles (Brussels, Belgium).Referenes[1℄ See in: D. K. Campbell, S. Flah and Yu. S. Kivshar, Physis Today, Jan. 2004 (AIP), fora reent broad audiene review.[2℄ I. Kourakis and P. K. Shukla, Phys. Plasmas, 11, 2322 (2004).[3℄ I. Kourakis and P. K. Shukla, Weakly nonlinear vertial dust grain osillations in dustyplasma rystals in the presene of a magneti �eld, Phys. Plasmas, 11, in press (2004); preprintat: http://arxiv.org/physis/0404096.[4℄ T. Misawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 1219 (2001); B. Liu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91,255003 (2003).[5℄ Yu. Kivshar, Phys. Lett. A 173 (2), 172 (1993).[6℄ I. Kourakis and P. K. Shukla, Disrete breather modes assoiated with vertial dust grainosillations in dusty plasma rystals, Phys. Plasmas, submitted (2004).[7℄ Yu. Kivshar, Phys. Rev. B 46, 8652 (1992).[8℄ T. Bountis, J. Bergamin and V. Basios, Phys. Lett. A 295, 115 (2002).[9℄ T. Bountis et al., Phys. Lett. A 268, 50 (2000).
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